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Unhinged Custom Doors
Unhinged Custom Doors offers high quality, custom doors made to fit IKEA 
cabinets.  Before starting this company we had been working with IKEA 
cabinets for nearly a decade, installing them in hundreds of kitchens all 
over Western Washington.  During that time, we’ve come to trust and 
respect the quality and design of their cabinets – especially the Blum hard-
ware they use for all of their drawer assemblies and hinges.  
With IKEA cabinets you get tremendous value, so it’s no wonder they are so 
popular, but the selection of door styles is limited.  So, we saw an opportuni-
ty to offer even more bang-for-the-buck, by creating our own line of custom 
made doors for IKEA cabinets, and since IKEA allows their customers to 
purchase their cabinet frames and hardware separately from their doors 
and drawer fronts, you can achieve a truly magazine-worthy, custom cabinet 
look for a fraction of the price of fully custom cabinets!.

 
•  All of our doors and drawer fronts come pre-bored, just like IKEA’s 
     stock doors, for easy installation.
•  All doors and drawer-fronts come grain matched, or “sequenced”        
    as standard.  
•  We offer doors, drawer fronts, toe-kick, panels and molding to fit      
    not only the AKURUM and SEKTION lines of kitchen cabinets, but      
     also BESTÅ, GODMORGON, and PAX cabinets.
•  We offer professional design and cabinet layout services.
•  Our doors look great alongside IKEA’s stock doors.
•  We offer floating shelves, wine racks and other custom pieces.
•  Samples are available for all materials listed in this catalog. 

Our doors are made to order based on your specifications.  Simply choose a 
material from any any of the exciting series we offer, and provide us with a 
cabinet layout, and we’ll do the rest.  In 2-4 weeks your doors will be ready 
for pick-up or delivery.  It’s that simple!

(206)257-3707
info@unhingedcustomdoors.com
http://unhingedcustomdoors.com

330 SW 43rd street
Suite K, #171
Renton, WA 98057

IKEA is a registered trademark of Inter-IKEA Systems B.V., and is not affiliated with Unhinged Custom Doors

For samples and pricing:



BESPOKE is our top of the 
line series of wood veneer 
doors. With BESPOKE, we 
offer you a variety of wood 
species, both domestic and 
exotic, to choose from.  
Here we present you with       
all-natural, unadulterated 
wood in all its glory!

Bespoke doors are 
made-up of a natural wood 
veneer laminated to our 
“Multi-Core” body, and 
finished with a durable, 

semi-gloss lacquer finish.  Our Multi-Core body is made by laminating a layer of 
plywood between two sheets of MDF.  We have found this combination to give 
superior strength and stability over standard MDF cores.

Of course when dealing with any natural wood product you have to expect some 
inconsistencies and sometimes even wide variations in color and grain, but this 
is countered by intricate grain figuring, and a richness and depth which is simply 
impossible to recreate in any man-made product.  So while we are excited and 
proud to offer sustainable products like our URBO and RENU 
series, our collection of custom doors just wouldn’t be 
complete without this exquisite series of doors, panels and 
drawer fronts straight from nature! 

BESPOKE series

Plain Sawn Walnut
PSW-01

Rift White Oak
RWO-02

African Mahogany
AM-03

Vertical Grain Fir
VGF-04 

Plain Sawn Teak
PST-05



RENU series
With our RENU series doors, we are able to bring you the full beauty of real 
wood, from domestic to exotic species, without impacting the sustainability of 
these great forests.  This is made possible by using wood fiber from responsibly 
managed and renewable 
trees and manipulating it 
through computer design 
and technology to replicate 
any of a variety of more 
highly sought-after species.  
The resulting product not 
only captures the depth and 
beauty of those species, but 
it does so with a consistency 
and continuity of color and 
grain pattern not possible 
with traditionally milled 
lumber.

All of this means nothing however if the product looks fake or man-made, and 
that’s where this material stands apart.  Because our RENU Series uses real 
wood fibers, there is a natural randomness to its grain and subtle variations in 
color which betray any sense of the artificial.  So while our RENU series of 

doors, drawer-fronts and panels is slightly less expensive 
than our BESPOKE series of natural wood doors, we 
honestly think it’s the look and not the price that will win 
you over!

Vertical Grain Fir
RF-01

Rift White Oak
RO-02

Zebra Wood
RZ-03

Rift Teak 
RT-04

Madagascar Ebony
RE-05



URBO series
Our URBO Series doors are fabricated from a designer Italian composite materi-
al.  This unique material is made from a combination of paper fibers and resin 
which, when combined, create a surface that is both warm to the touch and alive 
with texture.  Here you will find an exciting array of colors and grain patterns 
which evoke the look and feel of exotic hardwoods, reclaimed lumber, and even 
distressed or weathered wood.



URBO series (continued)

Cypress Point
S013

Toasted Espresso
S071

Makassaro
LK00

Noce Leuca
LK44

Tuscan Cypress
S072

Aspen Oak
LM67

City Oak
LM69

Rustic Oak
LN26

With our URBO Series, you’ll enjoy a 
durability and ease of maintenance 
unobtainable with natural wood 
products, along with the satisfaction 
of knowing your doors, drawer fronts 
and panels are all made using sustainable, recycled materials.  URBO Series 
doors are also made to the highest emissions standards: with emissions of 
.05ppm or less they exceed even the strict European and Japanese standards.  

So not only can you feel 
good about having them 
in your home, but at 
nearly half the cost of 
our BESPOKE Series 
natural wood doors, you 
can let your creativity 
run wild, and still have 
enough left over for 
those fancy appliances 
you always wanted!

Pebble Beach
S010

Rialto
LM60



Our Fir and White Oak CRAFT 
doors and drawer-fronts are 
made with a solid wood frame 
and a matching plywood inset 
panel.  These doors come 
finished with a semi-gloss 
lacquer finish which is not 
only durable, but really brings 
out the beauty of the grain.

CRAFT series
Our CRAFT series is simplicity itself.  Clean classic and timeless, this shaker style 
door would look amazing in any home, and will never go out of style.

Our CRAFT DIY doors come unfin-
ished, allowing you the freedom 
to paint them the perfect color to 
fit seamlessly within the design 
of your home.  The doors and 
drawer fronts are made with a 
paint-grade solid wood frame 
and an MDF inset panel, and 
come sanded and ready for your 
creative touch!

CRAFT Fir

CRAFT White Oak

CRAFT DIY



Unhinged Custom Doors
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